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Signals for CPT and Lorentz violation in neutral-meson oscillations

V. Alan Kostelecky´
Physics Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

~Received 4 June 1999; published 6 December 1999!

Experimental signals for indirectCPTviolation in the neutral-meson systems are studied in the context of a
generalCPT- and Lorentz-violating standard-model extension. In this explicit theory, someCPT observables
depend on the meson momentum and exhibit diurnal variations. The consequences forCPT tests vary signifi-
cantly with the specific experimental scenario. The wide range of possible effects is illustrated for two types of
CPT experiments presently underway, one involving boosted uncorrelated kaons and the other involving
unboosted correlated kaon pairs.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 11.30.Cp, 14.40.2n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The notion of studyingCPT symmetry to high precision
by using the interferometric sensitivity of neutral-meson
cillations to compare properties of mesons and their antip
ticles dates from several decades ago@1#. In recent years,
experiments with neutral kaons have constrained theCPT
figure of meritr K[umK2mK̄u/mK to about one part in 1018.
The most recent published result isr K,1.3310218 at the
90% confidence level from the experiment E773 at Ferm
@2#. A preliminary result corresponding to a value ofr K be-
low one part in 1018 has been announced by the CPLEA
Collaboration at CERN@3#. Experiments now underwa
such as KTeV@4# at Fermilab or KLOE@5# at Frascati, as
well as other future possibilities@6#, are likely to improve
these bounds. High-precisionCPT tests have also been pe
formed with the neutral-B system by the OPAL@7# and
DELPHI @8# Collaborations at CERN, and otherCPT mea-
surements in theD, Bd , and Bs systems are likely to be
feasible in experiments at the various charm andB factories.

On the theoretical front, a purely phenomenological tre
ment of CPT violation in the neutral-kaon system has al
existed for decades@1#. It allows for indirectCPT violation
by adding a complex parameter in the standard express
relating the physical meson states to the strong-interac
eigenstates.

Although a purely phenomenological treatment of th
type is necessary in the absence of a convincing framew
for CPT violation, it is unsatisfactory from the theoretic
perspective. Ideally,CPT violation should be studied within
a plausible theoretical framework allowing its existence@9#.
The purely phenomenological treatment ofCPT violation
can be contrasted with the situation for conventionalCP vio-
lation, where a nonzero value of the phenomenological
rametereP for T violation can be understood in the conte
of the usual standard model of particle physics@10–12#.

Over the past decade, a promising theoretical possib
for CPT violation has been developed. It is based on sp
taneous breaking ofCPTand Lorentz symmetry in an unde
lying theory @13#, perhaps at the Planck scale where o
might plausibly expect modifications to the conventional th
oretical framework arising from string theory or some oth
quantum theory of gravity. It appears to be compatible b
with experimental constraints and with established quan
0556-2821/99/61~1!/016002~9!/$15.00 61 0160
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field theory, and it leads to a general standard-model ex
sion preserving gauge invariance and renormalizability t
can be used as a basis for the phenomenology ofCPT and
Lorentz violation@14,15#. The possibility therefore exists o
using CPT tests as a quantitative probe of nature at
Planck scale.

An important feature of the standard-model extension
its applicability to a broad class of experiments. It provide
quantitative microscopic framework forCPT and Lorentz
violation at the level of the standard model, allowing t
prediction of signals and the comparison and evaluation
experimental bounds. Investigations related to this the
have to date been conducted for neutral-meson syst
@7,8,14,16,17#, tests of QED in Penning traps@18–22#, pho-
ton birefringence and radiative QED effects@15,23–25#, hy-
drogen and antihydrogen spectroscopy@26,27#, clock-
comparison experiments@28,29#, muon properties@30#,
cosmic-ray and neutrino tests@31#, and baryogenesis@32#.

The strength of theCPT theorem@10# makes it difficult to
create a theoretical framework forCPTviolation that is plau-
sible and avoids radical revisions of established quan
field theory @9,33#. It is therefore unsurprising that in th
context of the standard-model extension the phenomenol
cal parameters forCPT violation turn out to have propertie
beyond those normally assumed. Indeed, it has been sh
that previously unexpected effects appear, including mom
tum dependence~in both magnitude and orientation! of the
experimental observables forCPT violation. The conse-
quences for experimental signals can be substantial and
clude, for example, the possibility that diurnal variations e
ist in observable quantities@17#.

The present work investigates the theoretical underp
nings of experimental signals forCPT violation in the con-
text of the general standard-model extension. One goal i
illustrate how disparate the implications of the momentu
and time dependence can be for different experimental
narios and thereby to encourage the detailed realistic si
lations and data analyses required for a satisfactory ext
tion of CPT bounds from any specific experiment.

Some theoretical considerations applicable to all relev
neutral-meson systems are presented in Sec. II, along
some results specific to the kaon system. Experiments onCP
violation using neutral mesons can be classified accordin
whether the mesons involved are heavily boosted or not
©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKÝ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 016002
whether they appear as uncorrelated events or as corre
pairs. The possibility ofCPT-violating effects dependent o
the momentum magnitude or orientation implies subst
tially different sensitivities toCPTviolation for these various
classes of experiment. In Sec. III, some consequences
developed for two illustrative cases. One is exemplified
the KTeV experiment@4# at Fermilab, in which a collimated
beam of highly boosted uncorrelated mesons is studied.
other is exemplified by the KLOE experiment@5# at
DAPHNE in Frascati, which involves correlated meson pa
with a wide angular distribution at relatively low boost. Th
results obtained provide intuition about effects to be
pected in various types of experiment, including ones invo
ing other neutral-meson systems.

II. THEORY

This section begins with some theoretical considerati
aboutCPT violation and its description in the context of th
general standard-model extension, applicable to any of
four relevant types of neutral meson. In what follows, t
strong-interaction eigenstates are denoted generically byP0,
where P0 is one of K0, D0, Bd

0, Bs
0. The corresponding

opposite-flavor antiparticle is denotedP0.
A general neutral-meson state is a linear combination

the Schro¨dinger wave function forP0 andP0, which can be
represented by a two-component objectC. The time evolu-
tion of the state is determined by an equation of the Sch¨-
dinger form@1# :

i ] tC5LC, ~1!

whereL is a 232 effective Hamiltonian. The eigenstates
this Hamiltonian represent the physical propagating sta
and are generically denotedPS and PL . The corresponding
eigenvalues are

lS[mS2
1

2
igS , lL[mL2

1

2
igL , ~2!

wheremS ,mL are the propagating masses andgS ,gL are the
associated decay rates. For simplicity, here and in what
lows the subscriptsP are suppressed on all these quantit
and on the components of the effective HamiltonianL.

Flavor oscillations betweenP0 and P0 are governed by
the off-diagonal components ofL. It can be shown@1# that
this system exhibits indirectCPTviolation @34# if and only if
the difference of diagonal elements ofL is nonzero,L11
2L22Þ0. The effective HamiltonianL can be written as
L[M2 1

2 iG, whereM and G are Hermitian 232 matrices
called the mass and decay matrices, respectively. The co
tion for CPT violation therefore can in general be written

DM2
1

2
iDGÞ0, ~3!

where DM[M112M22 and DG[G112G22. Note that the
elementsM11,M22,G11,G22 are real by definition.
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In the context of the general standard-model extens
the dominantCPT-violating contributions toL can be ob-
tained in perturbation theory, arising as expectation value
interaction terms in the standard-model Hamiltonian@13#.
The appropriate states for the expectation values are
wave functions for theP0 andP0 mesons in the absence o
CPT violation. Since the perturbing Hamiltonian is Hermi
ian, the leading-order contributions to the diagonal terms
L are necessarily real, which meansDG50. The dominant
CPT signal therefore necessarily resides only in the diff
ence of diagonal elements of the mass matrixM. For the
general standard-model extension, it follows that the fig
of merit

r P[
umP2mP̄u

mP
[

uDM u
mP

~4!

provides a complete description of the magnitude of
dominantCPT-violating effects. This can be contrasted wi
the usual phenomenological description, for which the
fects ofDGÞ0 should also be considered. For example, c
tributions involving the diagonal elements ofG could in prin-
ciple play an important role.

To make further progress, it is useful to have an expl
expression forDM in terms of quantities appearing in th
standard-model extension. This has been obtained in R
@14,17#. Several factors combine to yield a surprising
simple expression forDM . Since the eigenstates of both th
strong interactions and the effective HamiltonianL are
eigenstates of the parity operator, and since charge conj
tion is violated by the flavor mixing, anyCPT-violating ef-
fects must arise from terms in the standard-model exten
that violateC while preservingP. Also, only contributions
linear in the parameters forCPT violation are of interest
because all such parameters are expected to be minus
Moreover, flavor-nondiagonalCPT-violating effects can be
neglected since they are suppressed relative to fla
diagonal ones.

The result of the derivation is

DM'bmDam . ~5!

In this expression,bm is the four-velocity of the meson stat
in the observer frame:bm5g(1,b). Also, Dam5r q1

am
q1

2r q2
am

q2, where am
q1, am

q2 are CPT- and Lorentz-violating

coupling constants for the two valence quarks in theP0 me-
son, and where the factorsr q1

and r q2
allow for quark-

binding or other normalization effects@14#. The coupling
constantsam

q1, am
q2 have dimensions of mass and are asso

ated with terms in the standard-model extension of the fo
2am

q q̄gmq, whereq is a quark field of a specific flavor@35#.
It is perhaps worth noting that the flavor-changing expe
ments on neutral mesons discussed here are the only
identified to date that are sensitive to the parametersam

q , so
bounds from these experiments are of interest independe
of any other tests ofCPT and Lorentz symmetry. Note als
that the dependence ofDM on the meson four-velocity and
hence on the meson four-momentum is difficult to anticip
2-2
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SIGNALS FORCPT AND LORENTZ VIOLATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 016002
in the context of the usual purely phenomenological desc
tion of CPT violation, where it seems reasonablea priori to
take DM as independent of momentum. However, the m
mentum dependence is compatible with the signific
changes expected in the conventional picture if theCPT
theorem is to be violated.

In the next section, a few experimental consequence
the dependence on the meson four-momentum magni
and orientation are considered, and illustrations of these c
sequences for specific experiments are given. These
amples involve kaons, for which a widely used variable
CPTviolation is denoteddK @1#. It can be introduced through
the exact relation between the eigenstates of the strong i
action and those of the effective Hamiltonian:

uKS&5
~11eK1dK!uK0&1~12eK2dK!uK0&

A2~11ueK1dKu2!
,

uKL&5
~11eK2dK!uK0&2~12eK1dK!uK0&

A2~11ueK2dKu2!
. ~6!

In the kaon system, indirectT violation is small and anyCPT
violation must also be small. This ensures thatdK is effec-
tively a phase-independent quantity. However,eK does vary
with the choice of phase convention.

Under the assumption thatCPT andT violation are both
small,dK can in general be expressed as

dK'DL/2Dl, ~7!

whereDl is the difference of the eigenvalues~2! of L. In
terms of the mass and decay-rate differencesDm[mL2mS
andDg[gS2gL , one has

Dl[lS2lL52Dm2
1

2
iDg52 i

Dm

sinf̂
e2 i f̂. ~8!

In this expression,f̂[tan21(2Dm/Dg) is sometimes called
the superweak angle. Note that a subscriptK is understood
on all the above quantities.

In the context of the standard-model extension,DL
5DM is given by Eq.~5!. For a meson with velocityb and
corresponding boost factorg, Eqs.~5!, ~7!, and~8! imply

dK' i sinf̂ei f̂g~Da02b•Da!/Dm. ~9!

The figure of meritr K in Eq. ~4! becomes

r K[
umK2mK̄u

mK

'
2Dm

mK sinf̂
udKu'

ubmDamu

mK

. ~10!

Using the known experimental values@36# for Dm, mK , and
sinf̂ gives
01600
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r K.2310214udKu.2Ubm
Dam

1 GeVU. ~11!

A bound onudKu of about 1024 therefore corresponds to
constraint onubmDamu of about 10218GeV.

In the above expressions, the explicit momentum dep
dence arises from the dependence ofDM on bm . Since the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues ofL depend onM11 and
M22, the possibility exists that there is also hidden mome
tum dependence in the parametereK , in the masses and de
cay ratesmS ,mL ,gS ,gL , and in the associated quantitie
Dm, Dg, f̂. However, all such dependence is suppres
relative to that explicitly displayed above because theCPT-
violating contribution toM22 is the negative of the contribu
tion to M11. The sole linearly independent source of var
tion with momentum is therefore the differenceDM , and
only the parameter forCPT violation dK is sensitive toDM
at leading order. For example,eK depends onDM at most
through correction factors involving the square of the ra
DM /Dl, which is of orderdK

2 , so for all practical purposes
conventional indirectCP (T) violation displays no momen
tum dependence in the present framework@37#. The same is
true of the other quantities, basically because a small dif
ence between diagonal elements of a matrix changes its
genvalues only by amounts proportional to the square of
difference.

III. EXPERIMENT

The implications of the four-velocity and hence mome
tum dependence in the parameters forCPT violation can be
substantial for experiments withP0 mesons. The possible
effects include ones arising from the dependence on the m
nitude of the momentum and ones arising from the variat
with orientation of the meson boost@17#. Consequences o
the dependence on the momentum magnitude include
momentum dependence of observables, the possibility o
creasing theCPT reach by changing the boost of the meso
studied, and even the possibility of increasing sensitivity
a restriction to a subset of the data limited to a portion of
meson-momentum spectrum. Consequences of the varia
with momentum orientation include a dependence on the
rection of the beam for collimated mesons, a dependenc
the angular distribution for other situations, and diurnal
fects arising from the rotation of the Earth relative to t
constant vectorDa.

Since in real experiments the momentum and angular
pendence are often used experimentally to establish dete
properties and systematics, particular care is required
avoid subtracting or averaging awayCPT-violating effects.
However, observation of signals with momentum depe
dence would represent a striking effect that could help es
lish the existence ofCPT violation. It can also suggest new
ways of analyzing data to increase the sensitivity of tests.
example, data taken with time stamps can be binned acc
ing to sidereal~not solar! time and used to constrain possib
time variations of observables as the Earth rotates@17#.

The previous section established the momentum dep
2-3
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKÝ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 016002
dence of various observables. From the experimental
spective, the expressions obtained can be regarded as de
in the laboratory frame. To display explicitly the time depe
dence arising from the rotation of the Earth, it is useful
exhibit the relevant expressions in terms of parameters
CPTviolation expressed in a nonrotating frame. In what f
lows, the notation and conventions of Ref.@29# are adopted,
with the spatial basis in the nonrotating frame deno
(X̂,Ŷ,Ẑ) and that in the laboratory frame denoted (x̂,ŷ,ẑ).

In this coordinate choice, the basis (X̂,Ŷ,Ẑ) for the non-
rotating frame is defined in terms of celestial equatorial
ordinates@38#. The rotation axis of the Earth defines theẐ

axis, while X̂ has declination and right ascension 0° andŶ
has declination 0° and right ascension 90°. This right-han
orthonormal basis is independent of any particular exp
ment. It can be regarded as constant in time because
Earth’s precession can be neglected on the time scale of
experiments, although care might be required in compa
results between experiments performed at times separate
several years or by decades.

In the laboratory frame, the most convenient choice of
ẑ axis depends on the experiment but typically is along
beam direction. For example, if the experiment involves
collimated beam of mesons theẑ direction can be taken a
the direction of the beam. If instead the experiment involv
detecting mesons produced in a symmetric collider, thẑ
direction can be taken along the direction of the collidi
beams at the intersection point. Since time-varying sign
are absent or reduced ifẑ is aligned withẐ, in what follows
these two unit vectors are taken to be different. Then,ẑ pre-
cesses aboutẐ with the Earth’s sidereal frequencyV, and the
angle xP(0,p) between the two unit vectors given b
cosx5ẑ•Ẑ is nonzero. For definiteness, choose the origin
time t50 such thatẑ(t50) lies in the first quadrant of the
X̂-Ẑ plane. Also, requirex̂ to be perpendicular toẑ and to lie
in the ẑ-Ẑ plane for allt: x̂ª ẑ cotx2Ẑcscx. Completing a
right-handed orthonormal basis withŷª ẑ3 x̂ means thatŷ
moves in the plane of the Earth’s equator and so is alw
perpendicular toẐ.

Figure 1 shows the relation between the two sets of b
vectors. For ease of visualization only, the basis (x̂,ŷ,ẑ) has
been translated from the laboratory location to the cente
the globe. Note, however, that at the location of the labo
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Similarly, the anglex is unrelated to the colatitude of th
experiment unless theẑ axis happens to be normal to th
Earth’s surface in the laboratory.

Conversion between the two bases can be impleme
with a nonrelativistic transformation, given by Eq.~16! of
Ref. @29#. This assumes relativistic effects due to the rotat
of the Earth can be disregarded, an assumption valid to a
one part in 106 on the Earth’s equator. The time variation
a parametera[(a1,a2,a3) for Lorentz violation can then be
directly obtained in terms of its nonrotating-frame comp
nents (aX,aY,aZ):

a1~ t !5aX cosx cosVt1aY cosx sinVt2aZ sinx,

a2~ t !52aX sinVt1aY cosVt,

a3~ t !5aX sinx cosVt1aY sinx sinVt1aZ cosx.
~12!

The above expressions permit the time variation of the qu
tity b•Da and hence the time variation of variousCPT ob-
servables to be extracted.

The explicit form of the momentum and time dependen
of the parameterdK in the kaon system can be found in th
general case of a kaon with three-velocityb
5b(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu) in the laboratory. Here,u
andf are conventional polar coordinates defined in the la
ratory frame about theẑ axis. If theẑ axis is the beam axis
these polar coordinates can be identified with the usual p
coordinates for a detector. In terms of these quantities,
above expressions yield

FIG. 1. Bases in the laboratory and nonrotating frames.
owing

. For
dK~p,t !5
i sinf̂ei f̂

Dm
g~p!$Da01b~p!DaZ~cosu cosx2sinu cosf sinx!

1b~p!@2DaX sinu sinf1DaY~cosu sinx1sinu cosf cosx!#sinVt

1b~p!@DaX~cosu sinx1sinu cosf cosx!1DaY sinu sinf#cosVt%, ~13!

whereg(p)5A11upu2/mK
2 andb(p)5upu/mg(p), as usual.

The expression~13! is directly relevant for specific experimental and theoretical analyses, including those in the foll
subsections. One feature of this expression is that the complex phase ofdK is determined byi exp(if̂), which is independent
of momentum and time. The real and imaginary parts ofdK therefore exhibit the same momentum and time dependence
instance, RedK and ImdK scale together if a meson is boosted. Another feature is that the nature of theCPT-violating effects
2-4
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SIGNALS FORCPT AND LORENTZ VIOLATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 016002
experienced by a meson varies with its boost. For instanc
Da50 in the laboratory frame then a boosted meson ex
riences aCPT-violating effect greater by the boost factorg
relative to a meson at rest. In contrast, ifDa050 in the
laboratory frame then there is noCPT-violating effect for a
meson at rest but there can be effects for a boosted me
The angular dependence in Eq.~13! plays an important role
in the latter case. The variation of the size ofdK according to
sidereal timet adds further complications, including the po
sibility of effects averaging to zero if, as usual, data are ta
over extended time periods and no time analysis is p
formed.

Evidently, the momentum and time dependence displa
in Eq. ~13! implies that details of the experimental setup pl
a crucial role in the analysis of data forCPT-violating ef-
fects. Next, some issues relevant to two specific and subs
tially different experiments are discussed. Section III A e
amines some aspects of an experiment involving collima
uncorrelated kaons with a nontrivial momentum spectr
and high mean boost. Section III B considers a few issues
an experiment producing correlated kaon pairs fromf decay
in a symmetric collider. The discussions are intended as
lustrative rather than comprehensive, since a complete tr
ment of each case would require detailed simulation of
experimental conditions and lies beyond the scope of
work. The examples provided are chosen to improve in
ition about the disparate consequences of the momentum
time dependence of the type~13! in CPT observables and to
motivate their careful experimental study.

A. Boosted uncorrelated kaons

In this subsection, a few implications of the momentu
and time dependence are considered for a particular ex
mental scenario involvingCPT tests with boosted uncorre
lated kaons. Among possible experiments of this type is
KTeV experiment presently underway at Fermilab@4#. The
kaon beam in this experiment is highly collimated and ha
momentum spectrum with an average boost factorḡ of order
100, sob.1. The geometry is such thatẑ•Ẑ5cosx.0.6.

In experiments of this type, expression~13! for the mo-
mentum and time dependence ofdK simplifies because the
kaon three-velocity reduces tob5(0,0,b) in the laboratory
frame. One finds

dK~p,t !5
i sinf̂ei f̂

Dm
g@Da01bDaZ cosx

1b sinx~DaY sinVt1DaX cosVt !#. ~14!

All four terms in this expression depend on momentu
through the relativistic factorg. The first two exhibit no time
dependence, while the last two oscillate about zero with
Earth’s sidereal frequencyV. Note that a conventional analy
sis seeking to constrain the magnitudeudKu while disregard-
ing the momentum and time dependence would typically
sensitive to the average value

udKu5
sinf̂

Dm
ḡuDa01b̄DaZ cosxu, ~15!
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whereb̄ andḡ are the weighted averages ofb andg, respec-
tively, taken over the momentum spectrum of the data.

In many experiments, including KTeV,dK is indirectly
reconstructed from other observables. It is therefore of in
est to identify the momentum and time dependence of
quantities measured experimentally. These include, for
ample, the mass differenceDm, the KS lifetime tS51/gS ,
and the ratiosh12 , h00 of amplitudes for 2p decays, de-
fined as usual by

h12[
A~KL→p1p2!

A~KS→p1p2!
[uh12ueif12'e1e8,

h00[
A~KL→p0p0!

A~KS→p0p0!
[uh00ueif00'e22e8. ~16!

In the Wu-Yang phase convention@39#, it can be shown that
e'eK2dK @40,41#. Note that ueu.231023 @36# and that
ue8u.631026 @42#.

Consider first the case whereueKu.udKu.ue8u. This cor-
responds to the current experimental situation, sinceudKu is
presently constrained to about 1024. Neglecting e8 then
gives

uh12ueif12'uh00ueif00'e'eK2dK'~ ueKu1 i udKu!ei f̂,

~17!

where the last expression follows because the phases oeK
anddK differ by 90° @43#. Then, it follows that

uh12u'uh00u'ueKu@11O~ udK /eKu2!#,

f12'f00'f̂1udK /eKu. ~18!

The above expressions and the results in the previous
tion show that at leading order inCPT-violating parameters
the only observable quantities exhibiting leading-order m
mentum and time dependence are the phasesf12 andf00.
In terms of experimental observables and parameters
CPT violation, one finds

f12'f00

'f̂1
sinf̂

uh12uDm
g@Da01bDaZ cosx

1b sinx~DaY sinVt1DaX cosVt !#. ~19!

The other experimental observablesuh12u, uh00u, e8, Dm,
f̂, tS51/gS either have no momentum and time depende
or have it suppressed by the square of the parameters
CPT violation.

The result~19! shows that an experiment using collimate
kaons with a momentum spectrum can in principle pla
independent bounds on each of the componentsDa0 , DaX ,
DaY , DaZ . The variation with sidereal time in Eq.~19! is a
sum of sine and cosine terms, equivalent to a pure sinuso
variation of the formA12 sin(Vt1a) with amplitudeA12

proportional toa'[A(DaX)21(DaY)2 and phasea deter-
mined by the ratioDaX /DaY :
2-5
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V. ALAN KOSTELECKÝ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 016002
A125bg
sinf̂ sinx

uh12uDm
a' , tana5DaX /DaY , ~20!

Binning in time would in principle allow independent con
straints onDaX and DaY . A time-averaged analysis woul
provide a bound on the combinationDa01bDaZ cosx, from
which Da0 and DaZ could be separated if the momentu
spectrum is sufficiently broad to permit useful binning inb.
In the specific case of the KTeV experiment, it may be fe
sible to disentangleDaX and DaY , but separation ofDa0
andDaZ may be difficult to achieve.

Although the derivation of Eq.~19! neglects the role of
e8, the small size of the latter ensures that the results rem
valid to leading order inCPT-violating quantities provided
udKu is not too small. Since the observableCPT violation is
predicted to occur only in the mixing matrix,e8 itself is not
directly affected. This restricts its role to momentum- a
time-independent corrections to the above equations o
suppressed contributions controlled by the producte8dK .
For example, ife8 is included one finds Eq.~19! acquires a
correction2Df/3:

f12'f̂2
1

3
Df1

sinf̂

uh12uDm
g@Da01bDaZ cosx

1b sinx~DaY sinVt1DaX cosVt !#, ~21!

where Df[f002f12 . However, this difference contain
at most higher-orderCPT-violating effects@44#.

The occurrence of momentum and time dependence in
observables forCPT violation has a variety of consequenc
for the analysis of data in experiments of the type conside
in this subsection@17#. These range from direct implication
such as distinctiveCPT signals correlated with the momen
tum spectrum and time stamps to more indirect con
quences such as aCPT reach proportional to the boost facto
g under suitable circumstances. There are also some m
exotic implications, such as the possibility in principle
improving theCPT reach under certain circumstances by e
amining only a specific momentum range of a subset of
available data. Evidently, a careful experimental analysis
lowing for the effects of possible momentum and time d
pendence has the potential to yield interesting results.

B. Unboosted correlated kaon pairs

In this subsection, some effects of the momentum a
time dependence are considered in an experiment tes
CPT using correlated kaon pairs fromf decay in a symmet-
ric collider. The KLOE experiment@5# at DAPHNE in Fras-
cati provides an example of this kind. These experimen
circumstances differ substantially from those of the exam
in the previous subsection, and as a result theCPT reach is
controlled by different factors. The origin of the kaon pa
in the decay from thef quarkonium state just above thres
old implies a line spectrum in the laboratory-frame mome
tum of about 0.1 GeV for each kaon, so the moment
dependence of theCPT observables is relatively uninteres
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ing. In contrast, significant implications for the experime
arise from the wide angular distribution of the kaon mome
in the laboratory frame.

Consider first the general situation of a quarkonium st
with JPG5122 decaying at timet in its rest frame into a
correlatedP2P pair. Since the laboratory frame coincide
with the quarkonium rest frame, the timet can be identified
with the sidereal time introduced earlier. ForP[K the rel-
evant quarkonium is thef meson, while forP[Bd it is
Y(4S), for P[Bs it is Y(5S), and forP[D it is c~3770!.

Immediately following the strong decay of the quark
nium, the normalized initial stateui& has the form@45#

u i &5N@ uPS~1 !PL~2 !&2uPL~1 !PS~2 !&], ~22!

where N is a normalization. In this expression, the eige
states of the effective Hamiltonian are denoted byuPS(6)&
and uPL(6)&, where~1! means the particle is moving in
specified direction and~2! means it is moving in the oppo
site direction.

Suppose at timet1t1 in the quarkonium rest frame th
meson moving in the~1! direction decays intou f 1&, while
the other decays intou f 2& at t1t2 . Define for eacha the
ratio of amplitudes

ha[uhaueifa5
A~PL→ f a!

A~PS→ f a!
. ~23!

Note that some of these quantities may depend on the
mentum and time through a possible dependence onDM .
Then, the net amplitudeA12(p,t,t1 ,t2) for the correlated
double-meson decay intof 1 and f 2 is

A12~p,t,t1 ,t2!5N̂~h2e2 i ~mSt11mLt2!2~gSt11gLt2!/2

2h1e2 i ~mLt11mSt2!2~gLt11gSt2!/2!,

~24!

where N̂5NA(PS→ f 1)A(PS→ f 2). In this expression, the
possible dependence on the three-momentap152p2[p of
the two mesons and on the sidereal timet has been sup-
pressed in the right-hand side of Eq.~24!, but if present it
would reside inha and N̂.

Taking the modulus squared of the amplitude~24! gives
the double-decay rate. In terms oft̄ 5t11t2 and Dt5t2

2t1 , the double-decay rateR12(p,t, t̄ ,Dt) is

R12~p,t, t̄ ,Dt !5uN̂u2e2ḡ t̄ /2@ uh1u2e2DgDt/21uh2u2eDgDt/2

22uh1h2ucos~DmDt1Df!#, ~25!

whereḡ5gS1gL andDf5f12f2 .
A detailed study of theCPT signals from symmetric-

collider experiments with correlated mesons requires sim
tion with expressions of the type~25! for various final states
f 1 , f 2 . Given sufficient experimental resolution, the depe
dence of certain decays on the two meson momentap1 ,p2
and on the timet could be exhibited experimentally by ap
2-6
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propriate data binning and analysis. However, some cau
is required because different asymmetries can be sensitiv
distinct components ofDM .

Consider, for example, the case of double-semilepto
decays of correlated kaon pairs in a symmetric collider. N
glecting violations of theDS5DQ rule, for the statef 1

[ l 1p2n one findsh l 1'122dK , while for f 2[ l 2p1n̄
one findsh l 2'2122dK . Inspection of Eq.~25! shows that
the double-decay rateRl 1 l 2 can be regarded as proportion
to an expression depending on the ratio

Uh l 1

h l 2
U'122 RedK~1 !22 RedK~2 !

512
4 Re~ i sinf̂ei f̂!

Dm
g~p!Da0 . ~26!

In the first line of the above expression, theCPT-violating
contributions from each of the two kaons have been k
distinct because they differ in general for mesons traveling
different directions. All the angular and time dependence
Eq. ~13! cancels from the second line because in the pre
case of a symmetric colliderb1•Da52b2•Da.

The proportionality factor for the double-decay rateRl 1 l 2

is uN̂h l 2u2, which depends on the full expression~13! for
dK . However, this factor plays the role of a normalizatio
Unless it is carefully tracked, which could be a potentia
challenging experimental task, no angular or time dep
dence would be manifest in the double-semileptonic de
mode. For instance, the normalization factor would play
role in a conventional analysis to extract the physics using
asymmetry, for which normalizations cancel. Moreover,
mentioned above, the line spectrum in the momentum me
that the dependence onupu is also unobservable. Indee
g(p).1. The double-semileptonic decay is therefore w
suited to placing a clean constraint on the timelike param
Da0 for CPT violation, and the experimental data can
collected for analysis without regard to their angular loc
tions in the detector or their sidereal time stamps.

In contrast, certain mixed double-decay modes are se
tive to dK only in one of the two decays. This is the case,
instance, for double-decay modes with one semilepto
prong and one double-pion prong. In these situations,
double-decay rateR12 in Eq. ~25! can be directly sensitive to
the angular and time dependence exhibited in Eq.~13!, and
in particular it can provide sensitivity to the parametersDa
for CPT violation. In a conventional analysis,CPT violation
in a given double-decay mode of this type is inextricab
linked with other parameters forCP violation @43,46,47#.
However, in the present case the possibility of binning
angular and time dependence means that clean tests ofCPT
violation are feasible even for these mixed modes.

Consider, for example, a detector with acceptance in
pendent of the azimuthal anglef. The distribution of mesons
from the quarkonium decay is symmetric inf, so thedK
dependence of af-averaged data set is governed by the
pression
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dK
av~ upu,u,t ![

1

2p E
0

2p

dfdK~p,t !

5
i sinf̂ei f̂

Dm
g@Da01bDaZ cosx cosu

1bDaY sinx cosu sinVt

1bDaX sinx cosu cosVt#. ~27!

Inspection shows that by binning inu and int an experiment
with asymmetric double-decay modes can in principle
tract separate bounds on each of the three components o
parameterDa for CPT violation. This result holds indepen
dent of otherCP parameters that may appear, since the la
have neither angular nor time dependence. Combining d
from asymmetric double-decay modes and from doub
semileptonic modes therefore permits in principle the extr
tion of independent bounds on each of the four compone
of Dam .

The same reasoning applies to other experimental obs
ables. For example, one can consider the standard rate a
metry for KL semileptonic decays@36#,

d l[
G~KL→ l 1p2n!2G~KL→ l 2p1n̄ !

G~KL→ l 1p2n!1G~KL→ l 2p1n̄ !

'2 ReeK22 RedK~p,t !, ~28!

where the symbolG denotes a partial decay rate andDS
5DQ has been assumed. In principle, this asymmetry co
also be studied for angular and time variation, leading
constraints onDam .

IV. SUMMARY

This paper has considered some issues involv
momentum- and time-dependent experimental signals for
direct CPT violation in a neutral-meson system. Effects
this type are predicted in the context of a general stand
model extension allowing forCPT and Lorentz violation.
Their consequences for data analysis vary substantially w
the specifics of a given experiment.

Following a theoretical description of the momentum a
time dependence applicable to any neutral-meson sys
specific theoretical results are obtained for kaons. SomeCPT
observables depend explicitly on the magnitude and orie
tion of the meson momentum, which leads to diurnal var
tions in observables.

Illustrations of the consequences of these results for
periments are provided using two types of scenario alre
adopted at Fermilab and Frascati, one with collima
boosted uncorrelated kaons and the other with uncollima
correlated kaon pairs fromf decay at rest. The implication
described for these scenarios also provide intuition ab
possible effects in other experiments with kaons and in
periments withD or B mesons.

The primary message of this work is that a complete
2-7
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traction of CPT bounds from any experiment allowing fo
possible momentum dependence and diurnal variation of
observables is a worthwhile undertaking and one that has
potential to yield further surprises from the enigma
neutral-meson systems.

Note added. The KTeV Collaboration has reported@48#
a preliminary boundA12&0.5° on the amplitude~20! of
c
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variations of f12 with sidereal time, corresponding to
constrainta'&10220GeV.
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